PROTECTION, IN EVERY DIRECTION.

A team of experts provides dedicated services to FAO, WFP, IFAD, members, dependents and other international organization based in Italy.

We provide health, household, car and other policies expressly tailored made for UN Agency staff.

We can provide assistance to Italian companies in over 100 countries around the world thanks to our partnership with Worldwide Broker Network, Asinta, Sequoia and TechAssure.

DBDG Insurance Broker. We have been shaping and strengthening your protection since 1959.

ROME FAO OFFICE
Via Terme di Caracalla
Int. Ph: +39.06.57054549
ufficifao@dbdg.it

ROME WFP OFFICE
Via C.G. Viola 68
Int. Ph: +39.06.57056066
ufficifao@dbdg.it

ROME IFAD OFFICE
Via Paolo di Dono 44
Int. Ph: +39.06.57055774
ufficifao@dbdg.it